The consequences of discipleship where the complex is concerned are
always dangerous.
The inferiority complex shows itself most in unnecessary unbecoming
self-assertion—trying hard to make itself believe what it wants others to
believe: that it is not inferior. It is the opposite of modesty and protests
too much always because it wants too much so much, and fears it has too
little. Nothing is more damaging to Fellowship or harder to root out, be-
cause, for one thing, it is a hangover of the umbilical cord* For another, it
is the same inevitable subjective association of ideas that goes back to
aristocracy not natural but false, false because hereditary,
Dr. Spivey (the hero of Florida Southern College) once said to me that
the boys who came in to work their way through college wore usually the
malcontents, and eventually the troublemakers. Instead of gratitude for
the privilege extended to them, they themselves were suspicious that
they were not in the same category as the paying students, and fancied
slights, soon or late, developed resentment.
The Fellowship has found that the less a boy or girl actually has had in
life before coming in to the Fellowship, the more suporsensitive to fancied
slights or resemblances to servitude he is.
But there is something deeper than that, undermining good fellowship,
that tries to set up artificial barriers in order to 'even up' the score, some-
thing not openly acknowledged even to itself. Perhaps the same thing
happens that happens when ah article is 'marked down' for sale. What we
get cheap we seldom value except as something cheap.
III. The Umbilical Cord
The grown-up child seldom casts it entirely off—especially the unre-
generate. Usually it is the sentimental tie-back to prejudices of the former
generation: the 'hold-back* of the parent who wants to see the child grow
up, but suspects and dreads the consequences of enlightenment* The
Father who was a conservative fears for the son who is becoming a radical
Mother instinctively hovers over her young, perhaps in the position of a
hen who has hatched out a duck. Or Father is the cock who has fathered a
feather. The cord drags after the offspring or coils about its neck, prevent-
ing, so far as it can, the free action of the free spirit of the child. Because,
if affectionate and dutiful, the child is sentimental where Mother (some-
times Father too) is concerned} the cord hurts them, and drags the boy
or girl back if going too far or too fast ahead. So the 'cord* is no asset to
Fellowship. And the cure for it is always tragic. When the Spirit-parent
encounters the flesh-and-blood or carnal parent, there is usually an uneasy
feeling on the part of the carnal parent that parental authority is getting a
bad break or being,betrayed, his offspring being led astray. Usually the
parents feel that the child's individuality is being sacrificed, He is being
misled. Certainly the only place a young mind can or should be led when
the umbilical cord remains around the neck is * astray*.
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